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Section Ⅰ

What is BDLA?
The Big Draw LA is moving forward in 2013 and 2014 with the support
of the James Irvine Foundation’s Exploring Engagement Fund. Building on our work presenting The Big Draw LA over the past three years,
Ryman Arts will again spearhead the project.
Our goal is to facilitate the creation of a series of public drawing experiences across Southern California during the month of October.
These will be inclusive and highly participatory and aim to build community, entice non-professionals to make art, and encourage the public to value drawing as a tool for their creative expression.
The global Big Draw initiative has been encouraging people to draw
every October for over 12 years. This year, we hope to grow the number of programs offered under its umbrella in Southern California.
You can be a part of this global movement. We hope this resource
book will inspire you to plan an event. We are grateful to the many
partners who have conducted drawing events for The Big Draw LA
over the past 3 years. We want to share some of their successes with you.

“

The way to get started
is to quit talking and
begin doing.
—Walt Disney

”
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Drawing Inspiration in LA
Award Winners

The organizations on the following pages participated during the first 3 years of
The Big Draw LA. Their projects may spark ideas for your own participation.

1. Flower Power
Craft and Folk Art Museum
Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles
Participant draws a flower on the window of the courtyard at the Craft and Folk Art Museum after visiting
the exhibition The Golden State of Craft with its many
flower motifs.
Materials: Large expanse of clear glass windows,
washable markers
Setting: The courtyard of a museum
Inspiration: An exhibition of California Crafts
Doing public drawing activities that echo the themes of an
exhibition can be an excellent way to get people to look longer and think more deeply about
the objects on display.

2. Echo Park Creates a Time Capsule
Echo Park Branch Library of the Los Angeles Public Library
Under the guidance of artist Gloria Westlake, teens paint a long scroll depicting the future of their neighborhood and the painting goes into a time capsule
to be opened in 2016.
Materials: Long scroll of paper on a table, paints, paint brushes, a
time capsule
Setting: Multi-purpose room of a public library
Inspiration: Discussion about their neighborhood and the future
Wendy won a Drawing Inspiration Award in 2011 after submitting
documentation of 2 activities for teens at the Echo Park Branch Library led by guest teaching artists. Libraries can be excellent venues
for Big Draw LA events.
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3. Dia de los Muertos Community Art Workshops
24th Street Theater
1117 West 24th Street, Los Angeles
Teaching artists Rocio Velez, Cuauhtemoc
Vasquez, and Susana Fiqueroa lead children
in making paper flowers, luminaries, sugar
skulls, masks, and papel picado to be used
as decorations for Dia de Los Muertos.
Materials: Tissue paper, pipe cleaners, sugar
dough, food coloring, paper bags, scissors,
and markers
Setting: Open air courtyard outside a theater
Inspiration: Traditional crafts related to a
Mexican Holiday
Allegra accepted a Drawing Inspiration Award for this theater company’s community arts
workshops held under The Big Draw LA umbrella. October was a perfect time to create art
for this traditional early November celebration.

4. Series of Live Model Sketching Events at
local Galleries
Gallery Girls at Gallery 800, Gallery GODO,
Gnomon School of Visual Effects, and Pop tART Gallery
Participants draw a live model at a Gallery Girls event. These events all have a theme
and a party atmosphere.
Materials: Sketch pads, pencils, pens, markers, costumed and nude models
Setting: Various gallery and art/music venues
Inspiration: Live models in costumes,
themed events
Whether fun drawing workshops for the insomniac artist or long pose workshops designed
with the painter in mind, Gallery Girls workshops help to showcase that drawing isn’t just
for kids.
Jennifer accepted a Drawing Inspiration
Award in 2011 for several live model events
held for the Big Draw LA.
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5. Forest of Words
Japanese American Cultural and Community Center
Little Tokyo
Audience members paint the kanji (Japanese
character) for “tree” on an 8’ tall 24’ wide canvas, creating a “forest of words”. Before painting, the participants had an in-depth workshop
led by calligraphy master Takusen Inoue in
collaboration with Hirokazu Kosaka.
Materials: Paint, paintbrushes, large canvas
screens
Setting: Lobby of a cultural center
Inspiration: Artist demonstration of Japanese
brush painting, pictograph for word “tree”.
Drawing can be a way of preserving and transferring culture. The Japanese American Cultural and
Community Center was a venue where people could learn about heritage, art, and beauty.
Participating together to make a communal art piece was a memorable way to celebrate
the act of drawing.

6. A Canterbury Collage
Huntington Gardens
San Marino
Participants used plant materials to form a large
flower on the lawn at the Huntington Gardens.
Participants viewed Alex Champion’s original l
abyrinth artwork Spinning Meandering Cross as
a departure point.
Materials: Gathered plant materials, tarps
Setting: Expansive lawn at a public garden
Inspiration: Natural materials, Land art
Time-lapse photography recorded the creation of the
image for the first 3 hours and its subsequent disappearance in the final hour. As objects were gradually removed and lines “erased”, shapes
and patterns continued to shift until all that was left was green.
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7. Enrique Castrejon:
Measured and Fragmented
Design Within Reach
Beverly Boulevard, Beverly Hills
Artist Enrique Castrejon taught participants his
method of using distances and calculations of data
to produce highly imaginative works of art. Guests
then measured and drew, adding their own interpretations into their artwork.
Materials: Paper, rulers, markers
Setting: Workshop tables within a
commercial establishment
Inspiration: Artist demonstration and exhibition
Drawing doesn’t have to take place in a studio, museum, or art class. Sometimes it can be enjoyed in atypical art spots like, in this case, a furniture store. You can draw in restaurants, sports
venues, and even on the bus. Where will you hold an event?

8. Marking Angles, Defining Shapes
Fowler Museum
UCLA, Westwood
Participants tape lines and shapes on floor of gallery at UCLA’s Fowler Museum in one
activity of a day-long celebration of The Big Draw LA.
Tape was left on the gallery floor throughout the daylong event.
Materials: Variety of colors of masking and painter
tapes
Setting: Floor of a museum gallery
Inspiration: Incised and decorative marks on ceramics in gallery exhibition
When people are invited to draw with unconventional
materials on unconventional surfaces, it can free them
to “draw” even though they thought they never could.
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9. Going Wild about Art
Lake Elsinore School District
Parent Summit Conference
Completed student chalk drawings of wild
animals are hung overhead on clothes line
as students participate in another of the
days Big Draw LA events: “wild”, collaborative, monster portraits using the exquisite
corpse technique.
Materials: Chalk, black paper
Setting: School yard, at cafeteria tables, on
blacktop and cement in yard
Inspiration: Images of wild animals and the
sidewalk chalk drawing tradition
When you immerse kids in art and they are surrounded by displays of what they can create,
it can be an inspirational experience. Displays as simple as rope and clothespins can light up
imaginations.

10. reDiscover Drawing
The reDiscovery Center, 12958
Washington Blvd, Culver City
Participants use a variety of recycled materials, paints, markers, and scissors to create
original art pieces.
Materials: Recycled materials, paper, markers, glue
Setting: In gallery and workshop of non-profit organization
Inspiration: Work of artist as displayed in gallery
and examples of recycled art
“ …the transformation of the forms (i.e. Styrofoam
plate cut and folded to become a blooming flower)
were among the successes of the afternoon. These are
aspects we nurture in our own programs so I considered the event to be very compatible with our mission.
All of the participants were experimental and supportive of each other’s work.”
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11. Make Your Mark in the Park
Ryman Arts
The Grand Park, Los Angeles

On Sunday, October 14, 2012, the artists and students of Ryman Arts engaged children
and adults in a fun and inclusive afternoon of drawing at Grand Park in downtown Los
Angeles by creating a drawing stretching FIVE city blocks from The Music Center Plaza
to City Hall!
Materials: Long scrolls of paper, markers, crayons, pencils, pastels, heavy boards under
the drawing surfaces
Setting: A large city park
Inspiration: The energy and talents of Ryman Art’s teen artists who drew on the scrolls
and offered assistance to the public
This event shows that everyone can contribute to the arts. That is really part of what we’re
trying to say with The Big Draw LA. Whether you think you can draw, like our teens, or you
think you can’t, there’s a place for you in making art.
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Section II

Drawing & Project Ideas
This section describes many different ways to draw. There are lists of
materials and activities. They are meant to give concrete ideas to the
non-artist who would like to plan a Big Draw LA event and also inspire
potential artist partners to use their creativity and join in the fun. We
hope you will add to the long list of possibilities.

The “Why” of your project…
Drawing as a verb, not a noun
To plan an event for The Big Draw LA start by answering the question: Why are we
inviting people to draw? Focus in on why you want people to draw at your site or with
your group and it will help you as you go forward with your planning.
The Big Draw LA is concerned with drawing as an action. We don’t care as much about
the final product, “the drawing”, as we do about the process of drawing. That is why we
say—Drawing as a verb, not as a noun.

Drawing

…… to see things more clearly.

…… to plan and visualize things that could be.
…… to process information and help you to
……
……
……
……
……
……
……

……

……
……

“

make sense of an experience.
My paintings and my
to express feelings.
drawings say everything
to express creativity.
I want to say.
to collaborate with other people.
—Helen Lundeberg
to communicate.
to remember things
to share memories and dreams.
to decorate your world.
to integrate your mind and body in action
to allow yourself to slow down and view the world with new focus
add your ideas on what drawing can do here:

”
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Things You Can
Draw With

Things You Can
Draw On

Pencils, Pens

Yarn

Old Books

Construction paper

Colored Pencils

String

CD’s

Copying Paper

Markers

Rope

Fabric

Sketchbooks

Crayons

Shoe Strings

Screening

Sketch pads

Chalk

Pasta

Fences

Colored papers

Pastels/Oil Pastels

Ribbon

Walls

Foil papers

Watercolors

Raffia

Boxes

Newspaper

Finger paints

Twine

Sports Balls

Photographs

Spray Paint

Leaves

Clothing

Magazine pictures

Food Coloring

Pods

Shoes

Graph paper

Charcoal

Beans

Sheet of plywood

Sand paper

Watercolors

Seeds

Shopping bags

Perforated paper

Glue

Nuts

Needlepoint canvas

Wallpaper samples

Wax

Petals

Sea shells

Flipbooks

Tape

Flowers

Leaves

Thaumatrope circles

Printer’s ink

Grasses

Stones

Zoetrope strips

Ink Pads

Sticks

Belts

Paper napkins

Dyes

Sand

Sidewalks

Paper towels

Ink

Beads

Lunch bags

Paper prepared with
printed instructions

Glitter Paint

Wax Candles

Sandwich Bags

Wrapping paper

Water

Lemon juice-invisible ink

Royal icing on a cookie

Road maps

Yarn

Sharpened dowel

Clay Slab

Wax slab

Twig

Scissors

Scratch board

An Orange

Toothpick

Safety pin

Layered color under
black crayon

Pumpkin

Manicure stick

Bottle caps

Styrofoam

Gourds

Opened Paper Clip

Old credit card

Soft wood

Fabric

Building Nail

Pen cap

Clay Slab

Black Paper

Plastic knife

Tapestry needle

Soft rocks

Unset Polaroid prints

Clay tools

Pumpkin cutting knife

Heavy paper

Layers of paint on glass

Edge of a coin

Metal fork

Cardboard

Carbon paper

End of a paintbrush

Brillo pad

Tin Foil

Frosted cake

Fingernails

Steel wool

Copper sheets

Finger paint on smooth surface

Sunlight

iPad

Wet sand

Photosensitive paper/fabric

Colored tissue paper

Transparent gels

Snow

Window

Cell phones

Flashlights

Dark room/ digital camera

Acetate
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Add your own Ideas Below
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Art Practices

Here is an A –Z list of art practices.
Feel free to use any of these ideas in your project planning.

Abstraction
Drawings can be decorative, rhythmic, patterned, or “mood” pieces. Drawings don’t
have to be of a person, place, or thing.
••

Try filling a piece of paper using only dashes, dots, waves, swirls, circles,
squares, and triangles. Experiment with thick and thin lines using different media like a pencil, pen, chalk, pastel, crayon, or watercolors.

••

Give prompts – draw the taste of apples, the sound of bells, the feel of
feathers, and the smell of a wet dog. Draw the cold of a snow flake, the heat of
fire, draw the feeling of flying.

•• Draw a swirling shape and then fill in the loops with pattern and color.

•• Use a sound system to play music of varying tempos and moods while people draw.

Artistic examples
Drawing events at museums or galleries often relate to the creative work of artists or
artisans in an exhibition or collection. Drawing can help people look longer, notice
more detail, and understand the artistic challenges of the artist and the
media they used. Touring an exhibition and sketching while in a gallery
are frequent opportunities in some museums, but, here are some other
ways to use artistic examples as inspiration.
•• Provide prints, magazines, or posters that show an artistic example.

•• If you have the funds or a volunteer, sponsor an artist-in-residence who

can work on a project over the course of a day and teach participants a
new approach or technique.

•• Make some samples using the approach to be used and leave them around the

work area of the activity.

•• Before an event, create web-based “PinIt” boards for the various themes or

subjects of your drawing session and invite people to use their smart phones or
iPads to look at your assembled examples.
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Collaborative art
When people work together on art it changes both the art piece and
the people participating.
•• Instead of individual papers, provide a large surface for the group to collaborate

on. This could be a scroll of paper, an expanse of window, a stretch of concrete
or blacktop, a fence to weave things through, or a lawn in which to arrange art.

•• Have participants complete a drawing started by someone else. In the traditional

“exquisite corpse” technique, paper is accordion folded into 3 to 6 segments. The
first person starts the session by drawing the head or the feet of a person or
creature, the next person continues the drawing on the next fold and on down
the line until a creature is created one section at a time.

•• Make this mark into something. Create some drawing starters by making marks

on the collaborative paper that people can then turn into something by drawing
onto and around the mark.

•• Set up a partner in another country, city, or state and establish a Skype connec-

tion. Present a “show and tell” or scan an art work and ask them to add to it and
send it back.

Color
The vibrancy of color brings a different level of complexity and mood to a drawing.
•• When you want to add color to a project, instead of white chalk offer colored

chalks, instead of regular pencils offer colored pencils, instead of black pens offer markers of all colors, use crayons, use oil pastels, use watercolors, use food
coloring, use tempera paint, or use vegetable dyes.

•• Use colored paper instead of white.

•• Use light to project colors into the drawing space.

Use light to make translucent colored art materials more vibrant
when viewed.

•• Use a digital camera to take a picture of a still life you have ar-

ranged. Use photo altering software to turn the photo into a black
outline and print it out for coloring.
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Data collection and representation
Charts are one way a drawing can demonstrate information. Create drawings with symbols for units of occurrence.
•• Create giant bar charts and pie charts to show preferences for ac-

tivities, favorite pets within a group or within a general population,
use tape to paste symbols on wall to indicate amounts.

•• Use a storyboard format to show how many people attended a drawing program

by having people draw one symbol of themselves in each square of time when
they participated.

•• Have people do a drawing instructing them what shape or color to use in their

drawing according to their answers on a survey. If you like dogs better than cats,
use red for the clothing on your person. If you like orange juice better than milk,
use a black marker to make the hair. If you like basketball better then soccer, give
the person a belt buckle shaped like the ball from your preferred sport.

•• Create a survey and invite people to complete it while at the event and use the

results to create charts and artworks on the spot.

Edible art
When art employs more than one sense it can have a memorable impact.
Try these drawing projects you can eat as well as see.
•• Use icing on cookies to make a smooth hard surface and then provide food coloring

and clean paint brushes and let participants draw on their cookies.

•• Provide an electric griddle and let people draw their pancakes

on the griddle with pancake batter in a squeeze bottle.

•• Provide plates and sliced vegetables so people can prepare an

“arranged salad” to eat. Photograph each plate before it is eaten.

•• Carve potatoes to make stamps for making marks.

Experimental Drawing
Even non-drawers may be attracted to activities where the drawing materials and methods are unconventional.
•• Create “Drawing Machines” by attaching gel pens, markers, pastels to various

windup toys, remote control cars, electric toothbrushes, hand held battery fans
(with soft blades), or household gadgets that have springs or joints. Often these
drawing machines work best when the paper and the machine are placed in a
box top or barrier of some sort.
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•• Try “Automatic Drawing” by giving participants a prompt to let their pencils wan-

der about the page at will to see what unconscious marks appear.

•• Draw with both hands at once.

Games
Drawing can be used to play games. Try some of these traditional
and new drawing games.
•• Draw new kinds of Hopscotch patterns on the ground with

chalk and have creators teach others how to play.

•• Treasure Hunt – Draw a treasure map and send people on a hunt

for hidden treasure.

•• Play traditional pen and paper games. Create mazes, draw hidden pictures in a complex

drawing, develop a secret code or personal set of hieroglyphics, or play hangman.

•• Try mobile applications like “Draw Something”.

Geometry
The language of shapes and angles can be emphasized in art activities.
•• Sticky-back paper in different geometric shapes could be col-

laged into a larger drawing.

•• Drawing tools like compasses, protractors, rulers/straightedges,

and drafting triangles could be used in the activity.

•• Connect It – Provide colored tape, string, or yarn to draw con-

necting lines on floors, fences, or between different people’s hands. Use rubber
bands and nail boards to make shapes and designs.

•• The game of Tetris can be downloaded as a mobile application.

Historical Reference
Drawing experiences can be given richness when historical information is incorporated
with an activity.
•• Provide pictures that show a site in the past and in the present. Encourage par-

ticipants to incorporate the information in their drawings.

•• Photographs or paintings of people who lived in a different era can be the basis

for portraits of people from times past.

•• Provide costumes and props from other eras of time. Encourage people to sit for

portraits wearing old-fashioned garb.
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•• Draw from memory an event or scene from one’s past.

•• Set up a scanning and printing station for people to scan

photos they have brought from home so that then can be
printed in black and white and colored using colored pencils.

Holidays
Provide opportunities for seasonal mark making.
•• For Halloween, participants can carve pumpkins, design costumes, masks, and

have activities that involve spooky lighting. Draw portraits of people holding
flashlights under their chins. Try face-painting.

•• For fall and harvest themes, use colored leaves, straw as a painting tool, dig de-

signs into gourds, sketch acorns, or create cornucopias still-lifes.

•• For Dia de Los Muertos, draw skeletons, make marigold garlands, design altars,

create papel picado, and make sugar skulls.

Kinesthetic art
Creating art with large movements that use the whole body can free imaginations
and allow people to loosen up strokes and marks.
•• Let people finger paint using traditional finger-paints or even pudding, Kool-Aid,

or Jell- O finger-paint.

•• Attach chalk or charcoal to long dowels and encourage people to use these to draw.
•• Use props like playground balls, paint rollers, whisk brooms, or toy cars to roll

through paint or water to make marks on a large surface of paper or the ground.

•• Create card section art by having people sit on steps or bleachers and flip color

coded cards at different intervals to make patterns or designs.

Land art
Use natural materials like soil, sand, rocks, twigs, leaves, branches, pods, and flowers
to make designs that only last until they are broken down by the weather.
•• Gather a variety of fallen natural materials from a particular

outdoor space. Allow participants to arrange them on the
ground and photograph the composition.

•• Use small twigs to knit together leaves for an arrangement

on the ground.

•• Draw in the sand with a stick.
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•• Do a series of digital photos of the construction and deconstruction that can be

made into a flip book.

Landscape
Natural scenery is a subject for landscapes. Urban landscapes
can include buildings and machines. Seascapes and cloudscapes
fall into this subject area as well.
•• Invite people to sketch in a place where they can see the

horizon. Provide sketch boards, pads or sketchbooks and
pencils or pastels.

•• Project images of different landscapes onto an expanse

of paper on a wall. Let participants’ trace elements onto
the paper. Provide crayons, pastels, markers or paint for people to complete the
landscape.

•• Have people lie on their backs and sketch cloudscapes without looking at their

drawing surface.

Light
There are many ways to incorporate light into a Big Draw event.
•• In a darkened room or outdoors at night, give people glow sticks, flashlights,

or battery operated tea lights attached to lengths of string and photograph them
while they trace shapes in the air.

•• Use sun-sensitive paper or cloth to make sun prints using an assortment of

objects: lace, paper and cutouts.

•• Create deliberate shadows on a model or a still life arrangement by placing lights

to illuminate one area of the face or scene.

•• Create shadow pictures using projected light on a sheet. Trace them with

chalk or photograph them.

•• Provide light refracting materials like glitter foil, small mirrors, plastic

gems, metallic paint markers, or gold and silver stickers to be added to
the drawing surface.
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Line
The most basic element of a drawing is line. Get visitors to experiment with line by trying these activities.
•• Line Times Three – Have participants draw a simple object

three times using progressively thicker media – first with a pencil, second with a crayon, third with charcoal.

•• Use lengths of hose, rope, thick yarn, or ribbon to create draw-

ings on a lawn or floor.

•• Don’t Lift that Pencil Relay – Using a large sheet of paper have relay teams take

turns drawing to a certain spot on the paper never removing the tip of the pencil
from the paper. Teams would be judged on adherence to the no lift rule and the
complexity of their overall drawing.

•• Pairs of people create a large line drawing. One draws with a laser beam onto the

paper and the other follows the light with a marker for a collaborative line drawing.

Live Models
Using live models can provide inspiration and teach about anatomy.
•• Host a drawing event at a horse ranch or stable.

•• Invite local politicians, organizational leaders, or board members to

pose for a length of time at an event.

•• Ask a local dance school to send ballet dancers or other dancers to

come and do poses.

•• Pairs draw each other’s portraits using iPads and then post the

drawings to the event website.

Mathematics
There are many ways to involve counting and basic math in drawing activities.
•• Provide graph paper as a drawing surface. Create drawings by filling in squares.

•• In a free-draw session, have a “caller” direct the participants to do different tech-

niques at intervals. For example, “2” = draw with two hands. “3” = grab three
markers in one hand and draw. “4” = make four dashes.

•• Use drinking straws or toothpicks, at full length, cut in half, quarters, or thirds as

materials to make lines for an artwork glued on paper. Use the language of fractions as you discuss the completed works.
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Natural Beauty
Provide samples of interesting rocks, shells, and flowers as subjects for sketching.
•• Provide several different types of flowers in vases with posters that pose the

questions, “How many leaves do roses have? How many petals on a tulip?
What does the bud of a blank flower look like?”

•• Adopt a tree to sketch. Take a walk and have each participant choose one tree to

adopt and sketch. Do advance research so you know the names of the various
trees on your walk.

•• Create a memento mori (Latin for “Remember you will die”)

tableau to sketch. Place fresh flowers in one vase and dead,
wilted flowers in another.

•• Project digital photographs of fruit or flowers. Show some in

extreme close up. Show some fruit cut in half. Have participants use these images as models for drawing.

Natural materials
Use natural materials as a drawing implement.
•• Create collaged drawings by gluing acorns, shells, and beans onto

a surface to make a picture.

•• Rub grasses and leaves onto paper to make marks.

•• Use a large leaf or strip of birch bark as a drawing surface.

•• Use the Internet to look at indigenous arts from around the world

and investigate the materials used in their creation.

Pop Culture
From comic books, to movies, to video games, there are many things to draw from
popular culture.
•• Provide a selection of action figures and place them in dramatic

lighting for sketching sessions.

•• Project or duplicate movie posters from current and vintage films

and invite people to draw their own posters while you play music
from Hollywood or show film clips.

•• Gather samples of album cover art from recording artists old and

new. Provide paper cut to fit in plastic jewel cases and have participants design CD covers.
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•• Listen to an album and redesign its cover art. Watch a movie and redesign its

poster. Explore the various posters for a single movie used around the world.

Portrait
Encourage people to do self portraits and portraits of others.
•• Provide make-up mirrors so people can do self-portraits.

•• Provide choices of backdrops, seating, and props so people

can make a fun pose to have their portrait drawn.

•• Have people draw their self-portrait on an oval piece of paper.

Next, ask them to cut across the forehead and tilt it open to
draw the contents of their thoughts and dreams.

•• Use a Polaroid camera to take a picture of someone.

Draw lines onto the photo while it is still developing.

Recycled art
Gather recycled materials such as bottle tops, lids, foil from candy, tea bag packet foil
for use in art making.
•• Use recyclable materials to push designs into flat slabs of clay or as print-

ing objects to make marks on paper.

•• Create puppets using recycled materials.

•• Use a jar lid as a frame or as a canvas for a miniature drawing.

•• Contact a local business to see if they discard something you can recycle

into art.

Sculpture
Drawings do not have to be done on flat surfaces.
•• Use boxes of all sizes. For example, juice containers or cereal boxes, and either

paint them or cover them with paper to use for drawings of houses and buildings.

•• Create mobiles by drawing and cutting out shapes in card-

board and hang them from wire supports with string.

•• Draw paper dolls. Cut them out and make them stand on

cardboard stands.

•• Use a drawing program to decorate surfaces of 3-D objects.
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Site-Specific art
Art designed for a specific location can make participants look at the place
with new eyes.
•• Create a wishing tree by drawing wishes on wide ribbon and tying them to tree branches.
•• Create designs on a courtyard or pathway using colored sand, flour, or rice.

•• Using a computer drawing program, select an image of a famous landmark and

alter it to show how you would create a site specific art work. For example, you
might want to draw on the sides of the Washington Monument, or do sidewalk
art on the Great Wall of China, or drape the Golden Gate Bridge with colorfully
drawn banners.

Speculative Art
Some art asks us to answer the question “What if?”
•• On the back of a napkin, draw your idea for a new invention or

innovative solution to a problem.

•• Have people draw what they think aliens would look like and

how they would travel.

•• Draw what you think your house will be like in 25 years.

•• Using computers as a drawing tool, create an illustration of the future.

Symmetry
Some objects have 2 equal halves.
•• Provide drawing paper with half of a picture pasted on one side and a blank

on the other. Have participants complete the drawing.

•• Draw a mandala. Provide various sized circular objects for tracing, pencils, rulers,

and colored pencils.

•• Create inkblot pictures using paint and folded paper.

Once dry, use a fine pen to create a creature from the blot.

•• Place a pencil in each hand and draw symmetrically simultaneously.
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Texture
Drawings can capture texture or be done on textured materials.
•• Provide sandpaper as a drawing canvas for crayons. Next, heat the

drawing on a warm griddle to bring out the intensity of the colors.

•• Gather samples of tree bark, driftwood, pods, vegetables and fruits with interest-

ing textures to draw.

•• Do crayon drawings on paper towels and then dip the towel into food coloring

baths for a crayon resist project.

•• Create rubbings using thin paper and a piece of charcoal turned on its side.

Theater
Combining drawing with theater amplifies the effect of the art.
•• Draw backdrops for a puppet theater or stage tableau.

•• Draw title cards for the scenes of a play, vaudeville acts, or panto-

mime performance.

•• Provide cardboard cutouts of magic wands, telephones, steering

wheels, bouquets of flowers, stop signs, ladders, watering cans,
and money bags, that can be drawn on and decorated and then
used in improv or puppet shows.

Thematic
Themes can range from Our Neighborhood, to Jumping, to Pirates, or to
the color Red.
•• A drawing event can invite people to show up in costume or provide elements for

them to create a costume based on the theme. Digital photos can be taken at the
entrance and people can sketch from these or from life.

•• If you are highlighting your neighborhood, you can prepare a PowerPoint of im-

ages from your area that plays while people do their drawing activities.

•• You can make a drawing event all one color. Provide only shades of one color in

pastels or markers and compose still-lifes to sketch that are only in shades of
that color. Make posters to decorate the space that give facts about the history of
that pigment in history and art.
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Time
Many artists have incorporated time in their artistic creations. These activities add time
as an element of an art project.
•• Postcards to my future – Provide postcards for participants to draw on. Save

them for five years and then mail them to the participants.

•• Use time-lapse photography to capture the creation of a group art production.

•• Create a time-line and have each artist draw a section to represent a specific time period.

Timed poses
Having professional models or volunteers adopt a pose for a set
amount of time is a drawing activity that can be very traditional or very
innovative.
•• Have half of a group adopt a pose at a given signal and freeze in the

pose for one minute while the other half draws. Repeat this switching
the roles of poser and drawer.

•• Use wooden sketching mannequins and change the mannequin’s position every

minute or 30 seconds.

•• Have a professional model pose for three minutes and then change position.
•• Have an artist do a sketching demonstration using an overhead projector.
•• Try the 30 second poses of anatomical models at the website

http://www.posemaniacs.com/thirtysecond.

Traditional arts/crafts
The arts and artisan traditions of the world can inspire many drawing
and design activities.
•• Traditional peoples often decorate the objects of daily living. Design a chair or

draw a chair you have in your home and use traditional style markings from
various cultures to decorate your chair.

•• Use textiles as a drawing surface. Use tapestry needles and yarn to

create borders and designs.

•• Use clay as a surface to scratch traditional designs.

Dry these slabs and fire them to make tiles.

•• Find places of your heritage on a map. Each participant studies

some visual imagery, arts and architecture from their heritage,
then creates a drawing incorporating those elements.
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Transitory art
Some art, because of the materials it is made of or the place where it is made, is meant
to last only a short time.
•• Paint on a window. Make sure the paint is water soluble.

•• Dribble water drawings on the ground using water bottles that have been punc-

tured with holes and tied with string handles

•• Draw on dirty cars, foggy windows, or the moisture on the side of a glass or pitcher.
•• Use masking tape to create a wall mural. Rip it down the same day.
•• Create a drawing in sand at the beach.

Transparency
When an art project has portions that are see-through, light can intensify color and
allow other real-life scenes to be part of the final work.
•• Draw on clear acetate, clear contact paper, clear food storage lids, the sides of

jars, or an expanse of windows.

•• Layer translucent materials of different colors to blend and change the colors.

•• Seal leaves, feathers, tissue paper between layers of waxed paper either by heat-

ing it or using liquid starch.

•• Draw directly on the lenses of cheap sunglasses or visors.
•• Let people draw onto an overhead projector.

“

Well, you see, if you’re trying to
make something where nothing was
(which is what creativity is about) you’re
always asking the question,
‘I wonder what will happen if ?’
—June Wayne

”
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Use of Text/Letters as art
Words and letters can be used as the basis for interesting projects.
•• Provide stamps, stickers, or lettered stencils and let participants create a drawing

using letters as shapes.

•• Micrography – Provide narrow tipped sharpies so people can create pictures out

of text written in the shape of objects or people. The ultra-small words become
the lines of the drawing.

•• Provide newspaper and magazines in a variety of languages so people can cut

out words and letters to include in their mark making.

•• Design your own font (letter style) using our alphabet. This could also be done

on the computer.

•• Treasure Hunt – Give people a list of places to go on the web where they should

capture words or phrases to be used in a drawing project. For example: 1. Find
an online archival newspaper with an article or ad from the day you were born.
Copy a word that begins with the initial of your first name. 2. Go to the site that
describes your favorite musical artist and capture a word. 3. Go to a site that describes your city of residence and grab a word. When you have all your collected
words, use them to make an original drawing.
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Sample Events for
Three Target Audiences:
Ready, Set, Draw—activities designed get to participants moving
as well as drawing, for sports and recreation sites and organizations.
Drawn to It—activities designed to spotlight history, landmark,
and heritage sites.
Memorable Drawings, Memorable Lives—activities designed to involve
seniors (and partners) in drawing their rich legacy of experience.
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1. Ready, Set, Draw for The Big Draw LA
The Big Draw LA celebrates the action of drawing. The following
activities can be used by sports and recreation organizations, coaches,
and athletes to be part of the October celebration of drawing in Los Angeles. These fun drawing challenges engage the whole body in actions
that build focus, observational skills, strategy, teamwork, communication, and physical coordination. Many of them have been used in successful projects for The Big Draw in the UK.
Definition—Kinesthetic Art: using your whole body to draw.
*Tip: You don’t have to sit still to draw!
Dribble Dribble Draw art activity
Setting: an outdoor space with cement or blacktop where participants can play a
version of their sport.
Supplies: sports equipment—ball, plastic water bottles, string, water, nail, hammer.
Set up: Use a nail to poke several holes in the bottom of an empty plastic water bottle.
Experiment to determine the size and quantity of holes needed to leave a track of water
on the ground that can be seen. Tie a length of string to the neck of the water bottle.
Process: Partner a “Player” with a “Tracer”. The Tracer holds the pierced water bottle,
which is now filled with water, by the string. As the Player changes position in play, the
Tracer follows in the footsteps of the Player as the Player engages in a sport on the black
top or cement. Pause after a short burst of play to let participants look at the dribbled
water trail on the ground. Optional: Let participants take turns creating free patterns on
the ground while running with the water bottle.
Talk about: The water on the ground is a temporary drawing of the sports activity. How
complex or simple is it? Do coaches track the paths of players? Do coaches ever predict
paths of movement in drawings?
Safety: Caution the participants to take care to avoid collisions, check the wet surface
to make sure it is not too slippery for running. Make sure participants wear proper foot
attire—closed toe athletic shoes.
* Tech Tip: You can photograph or video this activity from some high van-

tage point and then play it back in fast motion for the participants.
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Chalk Talk art activity
Setting: Indoors or outdoors, availability of a playing field or court
Supplies: A white board, chalk board, large easel pad, or a clear piece of blacktop or
cement, white board markers, chalk, or regular markers as appropriate to the surface
to be drawn upon, individual pieces of paper, markers, cardboard sheets to be used as
drawing desks
Set up: Start with a clean surface to do the demonstration part of the activity.
Have papers and markers ready for the participants.
Process: First, a coach or leader should diagram a typical play on the large format white
board, chalk board, easel, or on the blacktop or cement. Talk about the various symbols
used to indicate changes in position. Optional: Run the diagramed play on the field/
court with the members of the group. If there are enough members in the group, divide
the group in half and do the diagramed play twice, once while one group watches and
the others complete the play, and then switching so that the other players observe while
the other half does the play. Next, have participants draw out a play, either on the large
format or on their own individual papers.
Talk about: How can drawing help you plan actions in a sport?
* Tech Tip: You could play footage from an actual game and have partici-

pants plot out the action. You could show sports clips where analysts draw
plays over the photographs of the players to explain a play.

Eye on the Ball art activity
Setting: Indoors or outdoors in any well-ventilated area.

Supplies: A clean sports ball from any sport,
permanent markers in black and various colors,
images of sport players, equipment, logos.
Set up: Make sure the sports ball(s) used are
clean and dry.
Process: Individually, as partners, or as a whole
group, participants draw on the sports ball with
the permanent markers. One symbol to be
included in their drawings is an eye.

“

Look at the subject as
if you have never seen
it before. Examine it from
every side. Draw its outline
with your eyes or in the air
with your hands, and saturate
yourself with it.
—John Baldessari

”

Talk about: How important is it to keep your “Eye
on the Ball” in sports? How does drawing help us to
visualize ourselves doing things in the real world?
Building community: Maybe you could auction or raffle off the decorated balls or allow
the top player of the day or week to have the honor of taking the “Eye Ball” home for a
period of time as a reward.
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Hold That Pose art activity
Setting: Indoors or outdoors
Supplies: Sketch pads or individual sheets of drawing paper, pencils, crayons,
or markers, stop watch or clock with a minute hand, sports equipment
Set up: You may want participants to wear their sports equipment or uniforms.
Process: This can be done as partners or as a whole group activity. One participant
takes a sports related pose and is timed to hold it as best as they can for 3 minutes. The
drawers sketch the pose for 3 minutes. Switch and have the drawers become the models.
* Variation 1: Have the model lie on a large sheet of paper and take a

sports pose using their sports equipment. A partner traces the outline of the
pose. The model fills in the outline. Partners switch roles as poser and tracer.

* Variation 2: Collect many still images of sports players in action. Use

these to inspire poses or to draw from.

Talk about: How easy or hard is it to hold a pose? What kinds of physical abilities does
an artist’s model need to have? How does photography help us to freeze a sports action?
Building community: Have every team member autograph the completed sketches or
outlines. Display the completed sketches at a game, on the fence, or on a clothes line in
the gym.
* Tech Tip 1: You can do a series of photos of the tracing as it occurs and

then show the participants the sequence of drawing.

* Tech Tip 2: You could compile a PinIt board of images to inspire your

group of artists. Use an iPad or computer to let the group get ideas.

I Flip For Sports art activity
Setting: Indoors or outdoors
Supplies: Stacks of index cards, rubber bands or metal paper clamps, pencils, colored
markers or crayons, black markers to outline the drawings, sheets of drawing paper to
plan their sequences and do practice sketches
Set up: Provide a flat drawing surface. Prepare a sample sports- themed flip-book.
Process: Demonstrate the sample flip-book. Talk about how each individual drawing in
the flip book captures one moment of action frozen in time followed by another drawing that slightly changes and shows the next step in the action. For a flip-book the artist
has to draw a sequence of about 24 images. For the first try have the participants do
a practice series of pictures showing the trajectory of a ball without including people.
They could attempt a shoe kicking a ball that flies over the goal post, a dribbled
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basketball, or a baseball connecting with a bat that then flies over a fence for a home
run. Sketch out the sequence in pencil on scrap paper. Next, create one sketch per
index card for a series of 24 cards. Stack the cards and flip them to see if the action
comes across. Add or adjust drawings as needed. If the sequence seems to work, the
pencil drawings can be outlined with black marker and filled in to make a final book.
Secure the non-flipping end of the book with a rubber band or a metal paper clamps.
Now the artist is ready to attempt flip books with people and scenery or back drops.
Follow the steps outlined above in the practice ball flip book. Encourage drawers to look
in a mirror or have other participants take a pose so they can plan their drawings.
* Tip 1: Flip sequence drawings should be only on the outside of the cards

to leave space to binding.

* Tip 2: After participants look at sports sequences forward and backwards

on the flip books, have them see if they can run their own sports action
sequence forward and then backward in real life.

Talk about: How animation works. It works because our brains hold onto a picture a
little longer than necessary and other images coming into our brains blend with the
previous image to create the illusion of movement. That is how cartoons work and
how moving pictures on film work. The scientific term for this brain activity is
“persistence of vision.”
Building community: Have every participant try the flip books of the other people
in the workshop.
* Tech Tip: You can animate the individual drawings on a computer by

scanning them or photographing them and then turning them into a video.

We Are The Champions art activity
Setting: Indoors or outdoors in a place where there is a lot of room on the floor or ground.
Supplies: Large sheets of cardboard, sketching paper, pencils, a ruler, a yardstick, markers, paint, paint brushes, a utility knife, box cutter, or sharp kitchen knife to cut head
holes (for adult use only).
Set up: Have sketch paper and pencils and a hard surface available for the planning stage of
the activity. Cardboard should be available but not out at the beginning of the activity.
Process: Have participants sketch ideas for photo prop boards with a sports theme. Explain that this will be a prop where people can stick their head through a hole and look
like a character or sports hero. What would it look like if we won the championship?
Can you sketch a player doing the winning shot in the game? Draw the scene leaving an
empty oval through which participants can stick their heads through. When the group
decides which preliminary sketch to focus on, assist the artists to use a grid system of
lines to help them enlarge their drawing in pencil on the cardboard. To do this, use a
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ruler to divide the original drawing into 9 equal sections by drawing light pencil lines
that divide the drawing into thirds vertically and then horizontally. Use a yard stick and
lightly trace an identical set of lines to divide the cardboard into 9 equal sections. With
the original sketch as a guide, use pencil to lightly sketch in the drawing at the bigger
scale. When you are satisfied with the enlarged drawing, use tempera or acrylic paints
to fill in the drawing. When the paint is dry, add details in black line using a permanent
marker. An adult can cut out the head holes using a box cutter, exacto knife or kitchen knife.
* Tip 1: Determine where the head hole/s will be before you finalize your

sketch. Decide if people will stand behind the prop on their own feet or
stand on something to get them to the right height.

* Tip 2: Determine the size of the head hole by using a ruler to measure

the heads of adults and children. Make sure to consider whether the person
will be posing face forward or in profile. Start small and enlarge the hole as
necessary.

* Tip 3: Figure out how you will support the cardboard for photo opportu-

nities. You could add some side supports by creating wedges out of cardboard and duct tape or just have assistants hold the board in place.

Talk about: How photography and drawing can capture moments of sports triumph.
Building community: Have every participant try posing in the head shot prop.
* Tech Tip: You can take digital photos of the people posing in the prop.

Colors in Motion art activity
Setting: Outdoors on a playground or indoors in an area like a gym where there is
plenty of room to run and throw balls
Supplies: A ball or balls of your choice, playground, volleyball, basketball, soccer, or
softball, a colorful plastic or cloth streamer, duct tape to attach the streamer to the ball,
sketch paper, pieces of cardboard, paper clamps to hold sketch paper to the cardboard,
colored markers.
Set up: Attach a streamer to the ball with duct tape. You may want to experiment with
different colors and lengths to see which holds up best in the activity. Attach sketch
paper to cardboard backing with paper clamps and set out color markers.
Process: Choose one person to throw or kick or pitch or shoot baskets with the ball with
the streamer on it. Sketchers watch the action and try to capture the arc of movement
of the ball on their sketch paper using colored markers.
Talk about: Trajectories and arcs of movement. Ask participants to notice the difference
in the performance of the ball with and without the streamer.
* Tech Tip: You can take digital photos of the balls in motion.
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2. Drawn to It
These activities are designed to spotlight history, landmark, and
heritage sites.
Setting the Scene drawing activity
Setting: Outside, looking at the exterior of a historic or vintage building
Supplies: Drawing boards, drawing paper, sketch books, or a long roll of paper on a flat
surface for multiple artists to work on, drawing tools (crayons, markers, pens, or pencils).
Set up: Provide chairs or use fixed elements for seating (They will be needed long
enough to complete a 20 minute sketch).
Process: Ask participants to choose a vista and complete a 20 minute sketch of a building at a museum, historic site, or neighborhood. Ask them to consider the vertical and
horizontal elements of the building: the way the sun hits the building, who would most
often view the building from this perspective in the past?
Variation: Ask sketchers to add a person from today or the past to their drawing of the
building. Ask what business that person has at the site and how someone looking at
this drawing would be able to use visual clues to determine what relation the person
had to the site. Use digital cameras to determine scale of people to be added to
drawings. Have people pose in costume near the buildings.
Talk About: The function of the building when it was designed. Which was the main
entrance? Who worked or lived in the building? How is this building similar or different
from other buildings? How does the style of drawing the building influence how people
see or understand it?

The Lines of History art activity
Setting: Indoors or outdoors at a site that has varied architectural elements or patterns.
Supplies: Sketchbooks or drawing boards and drawing paper, pencils, markers, pastels
or watercolors, various tear-sheets of line drawings or photos of decorative elements of
the era of the site. For variation activity collect old metalwork – grates, grills, or keys for
making crayon rubbings.
Set Up: Provide docents or volunteers to escort participants around the interior of a site
or to provide resources at exterior drawing stations.
Process: Tell participants their task is to find an interesting detail of the site to use as a
basis for an all-over design pattern. Their objective is to take the detail and use it as a
model or inspiration to produce a drawing that fills their paper with a pattern.
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Variations:
…… Use a digital camera or iPad to take a photo of a drawing based on an antique

element and then use software to create an overall pattern.

…… Do rubbings of patterns from vintage metal pieces using soft paper and crayons.

Add detail with ink pens.

…… Make sketches of fashions that are inspired from the historical design elements

of the site.

Talk About: The names for the architectural elements such as corbel, column, or
pediment, the tools used to create the designs, the historical styles they fit into:
art deco, classical, modern, or the types of line they employ.

3. Memorable Drawings Memorable Lives
These activities are designed to involve seniors (and partners) in
drawing their rich legacy of experience.
Memory Sampler art activity
Setting: At tables or hard drawing surfaces indoors or outside.
Supplies: Sheets of drawing paper, drawing tools (pencils, markers, or pens), hard surface to draw on.
Set up: Ask participants to fold their paper into 4 columns vertically and 4 columns
horizontally so that they make a folded grid of 16 rectangles.
Process: The leader explains that this is an informal “loosening up” exercise to capture
memories in brief sketches. The purpose is to get participants to remember and draw
in order to generate some visual ideas that they may want to incorporate into a more
detailed drawing. Explain that they will be given a series of 16 prompts, and asked to do
a quick sketch until they fill their paper with 16 short sketches, one rectangle at a time.
Each sketch will be timed and take no more than 2 minutes. They can fill their paper
in random order or follow a left to right or top to bottom pattern. They can label the
sketches or not as they choose. If they cannot remember something from the past, they
can use the prompt to sketch something from their life today.
Ideas for prompts:
…… Use a heavy line to draw the contour of the roof of the home you best remember

from early childhood.

…… If you can remember a pattern from a rug, tablecloth, wallpaper, from your youth,

sketch it in the rectangle or sketch one from your home today.

…… Think of an item of clothing you wore when you were a young adult. In your mind
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remember the design of the neckline or collar and draw it in the space.
…… Think of a pet you owned or knew well and sketch it.

…… Think of your first job and something you would carry to or at work and sketch it.
…… Think of the first car you drove or had a ride in and draw it.
…… Think of a favorite food you loved as a child and sketch it.

…… Think of the front entrance of your childhood home from top to bottom.

Select one detail: a knob or handle, a screen design, a visual detail of some kind,
and sketch it.

…… Sketch a diagram of the room layout of the home you grew up in.

…… Sketch a map of the streets nearest your child-

hood home and label them placing a marker
for the location of your home.

…… Sketch a flower you remember from your

youth, perhaps something that grew near your
home, or a corsage from a dance .

…… Think of a chair from the kitchen or dining

“

room of your childhood home and sketch the
back of the chair.

”

Consider everything
an experiment.
—Corita Kent

…… Think of a hat you remember your mother or

father wearing and sketch it.

…… Think of something that was used when you were young but would be hard to

find today and sketch it.

…… Think of a weekend activity from your youth and sketch one thing used in that

activity.

…… Think of the first telephone you remember from your youth and sketch it.

Variations:
…… Fold the paper into fourths or eighths and do fewer sketches.

…… Pass the paper to the person next to you after completing a sketch and use their

paper to draw your next sketch and continue to do this exchange until the activity
is completed.

…… Have participants make suggestions of prompts for sketching.
…… Do this in elder/youth pairs and compare the sketches.

…… Do sketches in past/present pairs: Draw something from long ago and then draw

something that serves the same function today.

…… You can use tape recorders or video recorders to have the participants describe
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what they have done or use them for stepping off points for oral history sessions
or writing activities.
Talk About:
…… Strong and weak visual memories.

…… What senses come into play when thinking about the past?

…… Which prompts were the most fun, most difficult, most interesting?

…… Which visual elements would they like to draw again at a different scale or incor-

porate into a larger scene?

Then and Now drawings
Setting: At tables or hard drawing surfaces indoors or outside
Supplies: Sheets of drawing paper, drawing tools (pencils, markers, or pens), hard surface to draw on
Set up: Have participants fold their paper in half horizontally.
Process: The leader explains that this drawing session will compare a remembered
scene to how it has changed today. Ask participants to think of a scene from a place
they remember as a child. That scene should be drawn in the top section of the paper.
Then they should draw that scene as they imagine it would look today.
Variation:
…… You could begin with the drawing of a present day scene and then move to how

they think it would have looked in the past.

…… This activity could inspire oral history or writing activities.

…… You could have them do interior rather than exterior scenes.

…… You could have them do “then and now” portraits of themselves at different ages.

Talk About:
…… Changing land uses, changing technology, and changing styles.

…… What was inconvenient in the past? What improves daily life in the present?
…… What things do they miss? What do they not miss at all?
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Practical Advice on
Planning and
Running BDLA Events
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Section Ⅲ

Practical Advice on
Planning and Running
Big Draw LA Events
This section considers the many components that go into developing a
successful public arts event. The end of this section has a check list you
can use as a planning aid.

Ⅰ. Sign the Big Draw LA Terms of
Participation Agreement
(The document is at end of this resource guide and online at thebigdrawla@ryman.org.
Please read it, sign it and send it to us by mail or fax, or signed PDF).
Like any other sponsored event, The Big Draw LA has rules for participation. We ask
that you read them over carefully and send us a signed copy of the Participation Agreement. Once we receive the signed agreement, we can include your events in the calendar listings for The Big Draw LA.
1.

Things to keep in mind:
…… Big Draw LA events must be designed for public participation.

…… The public must have the opportunity to actively participate in making art,

not simply observe.

…… Events can be aimed for specific audience categories (children, teens, elders,

families, adults).

…… Each presenting organization takes full responsibility for its own events,

including safety and compliance with any laws.

…… Each presenting organization is responsible for the accuracy of its own listings

on the Big Draw LA calendar.

…… We ask that you include The Big Draw LA name, logo, and website on all

marketing materials.

…… Free events are encouraged, but admission or registration fees may be charged

as appropriate to your organization.

…… Activities listed on this calendar may not be for-profit.
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…… You are expected to promote your event with The Big Draw LA identity in your

signage and display a banner from The Big Draw LA (available at no charge)
on the day of your event.

Ⅱ. Initial Planning – within your organization
1.

Get started:
…… Think of where and when you will hold the event in the month of October.

…… Investigate when other events are planned at your organization and surrounding

areas during the same time period.

…… Judge which events may be complimentary to each other and help draw an

audience that will benefit both programs.

…… Decide whether your event will be inside or outside and the specific location

your event will take place.

…… Think about the kind of drawing/mark making

you will be inviting people to do and whether
there are restrictions on the kind of materials
you can use in certain spaces.

…… If your event will be held outdoors, think

about whether you should have an alternate
location if it rains on the day of the event.

2.

“

Drawing is rather like
playing chess: your mind
races ahead of the moves that
you eventually make.

Questions to consider:

—David Hockney

…… Will the activity be spontaneous

”

and self-directed?

…… Or, will a leader direct, model, demonstrate, or provide instruction?

…… If you have a leader, will it be someone from your staff/group or will you contract

with an artist to plan or lead the activity?

…… Will the project be a collaborative work or will people make individual works?
…… What kind of physical set up will you need? Will you need tables and chairs,

places for people to sit on the grass or pavement?

…… Will you need to set out mats, blankets for people to be able to sit outdoors?

(Rollup bamboo rugs, beach mats, movers’ quilts, blankets, and painter’s tarps
can be used while working on grass).

…… What containers will you need for media, supplies, and waste?`
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3.

Next steps:
…… Prepare a materials checklist and a task checklist.

…… List everyone in your institution who will need to be informed about your

event and how you will do it.

…… Prepare a very short speech describing the event: why you are doing it, how you

will do it, and how it will benefit your organization and its mission.

Ⅲ. Working with an Outside Artist or Partner
1.

Get started:
…… Find a partner. You may want to create an online posting describing your activ-

ity and needs and post it on Los Angeles Culture Net, Pasadena Culture Net, or
Arts Ed Roundtable list serves.

…… Regional and California Arts Councils often have registries of arts organizations

that provide visual art programming in schools and non-profits.

…… Art colleges such as Otis, Cal Arts, and Cal State Long Beach may be sources for

teaching artists.

…… Specialists in specific art disciplines such as calligraphy, cartooning, plein art

painting, or fiber arts may be found through guilds or organizations online

…… Schedule planning sessions with the artist—You will probably want to have more

than one planning session.

…… The first session should be an overview of the event you want to develop and the

role of the outside artist or partner.

2.

Things to Consider:
…… The artist may want to think over the possibilities and meet again with samples

of activities or projects for your event.

…… It is a good idea to have a walk-through of the event space to plan set-up require-

ments at least a week before the event.

…… If there will be more than one outside collaborator, you may want to have every-

one involved meet and discuss their plans before the event.

3.

Next Steps:
…… A written agreement between the outside contractor/community partners should

provide all the details for the event including: preparation, timetable, set-up, material needs, and any payment arrangements.

…… You may want to get the artist’s photo, bio, and any documentation they have of

similar projects for your press release, event announcements, and signage.
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…… Think ahead about payment. You may need to arrange for a check to be prepared

in advance if it is to be given to the artist at the end of the event.

IV. Buying and Gathering Supplies
1.

Get Started:
Make a list of all supplies you will need.

2.

Questions to consider:
…… Will you need to purchase supplies or do you have them on hand?

…… Do you need to buy/get containers to hold supplies neatly for participants?

…… Do you need to protect any surfaces with protective covers to prevent unwanted marks?
…… Do you need to provide smocks for participants?
…… Do you have all the clean-up supplies you need?
3.

Next steps:
Find the cheapest/best places to purchase supplies.

V. Signage, Nametags, Assignment Sheets, Schedules, and Photo Releases
1.

Get Started:
…… Start a list of all the signs you will need.

…… Download The Big Draw LA logos for use on signage.
…… Create a staff/volunteer list.

…… Create a schedule of the event.
2.

Questions to Consider:
…… Do you need to provide nametags for participants as well as staff and volunteers?
…… Do you need to create directional signs with arrows pointing to the event?
…… How many will you need?

…… What kind of photo release do you need to prepare?
…… Do you have the necessary supplies?

…… Have you arranged to borrow a Big Draw LA banner for event day?
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3.

Next Steps:
…… Schedule who and when signs and nametags will be made.

…… Make a schedule of who and when will put out signs on day of event.

…… Prepare a sign that says you will be photographing the event to display at the

entrance and in several locations

…… If you are using an outside artist, consider posting a sign introducing your guest

artist with a picture and bio.

VI. Staffing the Event: Institutional and Volunteers
1.

Get Started:
…… Make a list of the staff who will be working the event.
…… Make a list of gaps in coverage.

2.

Questions to Consider:
…… What skills will those involved need?

…… If needed, how will you recruit volunteers?

…… What is your back-up plan if for some reason the key organizer cannot be at the event?
3.

Next steps:
…… Prepare a job description listing the number of volunteers needed, the time, and

the kinds of activities they will be doing.

…… To recruit volunteers try Volunteer Match, LA Works, Indeed, or LA or Pasadena

Culture Net.

…… Try outreach to corporations who do community service.

…… Try high schools that require community service hours for teen volunteers.
…… Plan time to provide an orientation for any new volunteers.
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VII. Attracting People to Your Event – Publicity
1.

Get Started:
…… Give your event a catchy title that attracts attention and describes the essence of

the activity.

…… Be sure to include the logo and information about the Big Draw LA in your press

releases and fliers, calendar announcements.

…… Gather press quality images (300 dpi) that tell the story of the event – leader,

samples, site, and program.

2.

Questions to Consider:
…… If you are going to create hard copy publicity pieces, what kind will you develop—

flyers, posters, brochures, half sheets?

…… What will the ads/publicity look like? Who will design them? How many will you need?
…… When and where will you distribute the hard copies?

…… Will you invite schools, students, and teachers, who come to your organization?

Will you do this by flyer or email or both?

3.

Next Steps:
…… Write your long press release first, with info on how your event is part of

The Big Draw LA.

…… Edit the longer press release into shorter blurbs for calendar listings, etc.
…… Be sure to enter your event information on the Big Draw LA website
* CAUTION – Take care for accuracy because your organization is

responsible for creating an accurate listing.

…… Make a distribution list with dates for handing out print pieces and assign

specific staff/volunteers to each location.

…… Make a calendar of events happening at your organization when you might

want to pass out flyers.

…… Submit your press release to local media outlets—newspapers, websites, and

radio stations.

…… Investigate blogs that serve your target audience and send them information

about the event asking them to post it on their site.
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Ⅷ. Training Staff and Volunteers
1.

Get Started:
…… Hold a pre-event orientation/training meeting for staff and volunteers.

…… Or, compose an orientation and training PowerPoint or document you can send

to staff and volunteers.

…… Use a printed day of event timetable and staffing sheet as a basis for training and

a resource to staff and volunteers.

2.

Questions to Consider:
…… Do you want to show a sample of a final art product and the process used to

create it?

…… Do your volunteers/staff need a primer on how to talk to children about art?

…… Do you want to remind them to avoid asking “What is it?” or labeling kids’ art?
…… Do they need info on art-friendly comments to kids like, “Tell me about your

drawing?” “What colors did you choose?” “I see you used a strong line, interesting texture, and put in a lot of details”.

3.

Next Steps:
…… Create a floor plan to show location of set-up, chair and table requirements.

…… Make sure staff/volunteers know where the toilets and washing up areas are.

…… Plan to hold a brief day of event orientation before guests are scheduled to arrive.
…… Make sure staff/volunteers know about any rules of behavior in the space.
…… Coach them to phrase these rules in a firm but positive manner.

…… Ask staff to be proactive about keeping

supplies neat and available to all as the
event progresses.

Ⅸ. Event Set-up
1.

Getting Started:
…… Have volunteers/staff sign-in.

“

”

Eventually, everything connects.
—Charles Eames

…… Give out name tags to volunteers

and staff.

…… Use prep lists to make sure staff/volunteers are setting out signs, prepping

tables according to the time table.

…… Use the floor plan for setting out tables, chairs, and trash containers.
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…… Make sure everyone knows your cell number or walker talkie code in case they

need you during the event.

2.

Questions to Consider:
…… How messy are the materials to be used and how much surface protection

do they require?

…… Will you need to put tarps or paper on the ground as well as on the tables?
…… Will participants need to protect their clothes with aprons or old shirts?

…… How will you organize and make art materials available? Paper bags, plastic

bowls, coffee cans?

…… Where will participants wash their hands?
3.

Next Steps:
…… Survey space and make sure all tarps and all materials are taped down

to prevent tripping.

…… Make sure there is a place for art to dry and a place for display or pick-up.

Ⅹ. Supervision and Guidance during Event
1.

Get Started:
…… Greet participants and help them understand what the event is all about.

…… Help them find a place where they can make art—a seat at a table, a place to draw.
…… Show them how to get started and where the materials are.
2.

Questions to Consider:
…… Is everybody comfortable? Do they need shade or water?

Do they need a place to sit?

…… Does everyone have a smooth surface for drawing?

Do they have enough materials?

…… If you plan on documenting the event with photographs, have the

participants sign a photo release.

…… Have you developed a plan for those who finish the project quickly? What similar

things can they do once they have finished the first task?

3.

Next Steps:
…… Take care so that participants have a good sense of “beginning, middle, and end”

to the event and that you continually let them know where they are in the process.

…… Give warnings as to how long they have to finish their project and when it is time

to clean-up.
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…… Make sure someone is documenting the event—photos/videos/ interviews.

XI. Displaying Art Work / Reflecting on the
Activity / Take-home
1.

Get Started:
…… Create a plan for display of art created at your event, whether brief or long term

(see list below).

…… Think about how you can use display to signal a logical culmination of your event

or an invitation for more art-making.

2.

Questions to Consider:
…… Will you be able to leave the display up for a long period of time or will it need to

be dismantled at the end of the day?

…… Often participants want to take their work home with them. Can you think cre-

atively of ways people can both make a collaborative art work and still have
something to take home?

3.

Next Steps:
…… Make a materials and task list to prepare your display.

…… Instruct staff/volunteers on how to put the display together.
4. Display

Ideas:

For displays that can remain on view for a while:
…… Banners – Hang drawings from a balcony or loft. Drape across two PVC poles

secured in cement pails.

…… Create a masking tape grid on a wall for works of identical sizes.

…… Create a hanging ladder of cardboard tubes and tape drawings to the tubes.
…… Display work on cork board.

…… Display work on foam core boards.

…… Display work on hollow core doors connected with hinges to make free standing screens.
…… Create a free form wire armature and wrap it in fabric. Pin or use magnets to at-

tach the art to the armature.

…… Build a conical support using bamboo poles. Use completed drawings to create

a tipi skin over the bamboo.

…… Drape a fish net, parachute, or large piece of fabric along a wall and use paper

clamps to attach drawings.
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…… Get 2 strips of clear vinyl, or bridal veil netting and layer drawings between them.

Sew or staple the layers together to make display.

…… Use rolls of colored butcher paper secured to walls to create a colored back-

ground for displaying art work.

…… Wrap columns with corrugated cardboard. Tape the drawings to the cardboard.
…… Cut drawing paper into triangles and then staple them to a string to make a

string of pennants.

…… Cover various sizes of cardboard boxes with drawings and stack them.
…… Get a large refrigerator box and use it as a freestanding display.

…… Tape long rolls of aluminum foil, waxed paper, or parchment paper to a wall or

window and attach drawings to it with tape.

…… Compile drawings into a book—it can be traditional or accordion style.
5.

Temporary display at the end of an event/dismantled at end of program.
…… Hang a clothes line and attach drawings to it with clothespins.

…… Use easels with foam core board and tape drawings to foam core.
…… Tie or clamp art works to a tree or a fence.

…… Tape finished drawings to backs of chairs. Arrange chairs into an interesting shape.
…… Inflate helium balloons and tape the drawings to dangling strings.

…… On a table top or the floor: Use Science fair cardboard tri-folds—tape

drawings to it.

…… Cut squares of foam core and tape them together accordion style.
…… Tape or pin the drawings to foam core on each side.
6.

Display using technology
…… Film, video or take digital pictures then display them on a computer, big

screen TV, or project them on a wall.

…… Create a slide show on your website.

…… Edit a short film of the event and post it to You Tube.

…… Present a Skype show and tell with a partner site in another city or partner

site in your city.

7.

Take-home ideas from a collaborative art making event
…… Clip off small sections of a large drawing and make bookmarks, pendants, pins,

bracelets, or headbands.

…… Have participants pose for a digital photo with the communal artwork and then

email them the picture or post it online.
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* Note: If posting the photograph on-line, ensure you have secured photo

releases from pictured participants.

XII. Section Twelve:
1.

Documentation

Get Started:
…… Create a plan for counting your visitors—it can be an assigned person with a

mechanical counter, someone can count the crowd at select times, or the crowd
can be estimated from photos of the event.

…… Think about using a sign-in sheet to track numbers participating.

…… Create a documentation plan for making sure that you get photos and other re-

cords of the event and assign specific people to the tasks.

2.

Questions to Consider:
…… Who will take photos?

…… What photos should they take? Consider using a “shot list” to remind the

camera person to get all the people, action, angles that you need.

…… What resolution of photos do you need for your documentation purposes? (300

dpi for print publication)

…… How will you get feedback from staff and volunteers? Will you hold a post event

meeting? Use a feedback form? Have them write a summary email about their
experiences and send it to you?

…… Are you going to submit your event for a Drawing Inspiration award? Have you

gathered all the documentation necessary to apply? (see below)

…… How will you track who you have photo releases from in case you want to use a

photo for publication or publicity?

3.

Next Steps:
…… Shoot some pre-event pictures to document the room set-up, staff and

volunteers, and project samples.

…… Try using smart phones to interview participants and staff during and after the event.
…… Save some samples for your event folder.

…… Label your digital event photos with the date and a simple description.
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XIII. Participating in The Big Draw LA
Inspiration Awards
In order to inspire terrific activities for next year, we would like to document outstanding events from this year. To help us, after you hold your
event, we invite you to submit documentation of the event so that we
can publish exemplary case studies on The Big Draw LA website. As an
incentive, your submission will be eligible for a cash award to help you
defray costs for your Big Draw LA event.
Please send us:
1.

At least 5 photos of your Big Draw LA event in action. Include images of any
artworks that may have been created as part of your activity, as well as images of
the public participation in the drawing event. Include any photo credit that needs
to be included if the photograph is used. Please make sure you have photo permission for anyone shown in the pictures.

2. A written overview of the event. Include date, location, type of audience and

number participating, what occurred, key staff or artists involved, relationship to
your ongoing programs, what was successful, what you might do differently in
the future, and overall impact. Limit this to about 250 words.

3. Please email your Word document and photos to:

thebigdrawla@ryman.org.
Deadline for submission will be sent to you and posted on
The Big Draw LA website in September.

“

Well, you see, if you’re trying to
make something where nothing was
(which is what creativity is about) you’re
always asking the question,
“I wonder what will happen if ?”
—June Wayne

”
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XIV. Planning Checklist:

1.
2.

3.

Steps

Notes

Signing the Big Draw LA Terms of Participation Agreement
Use The Big Draw LA name/logo in all marketing and
signage/Organizer has full responsibility for all events
including safety and legal requirements/Organizer
responsible for accuracy of calendar listings

Initial Planning Within your Organization
Choose what, when, where to hold event/Purpose and
type of event/Who will lead event
Working with an Outside Artist or Partner (optional)
Find a teaching artist or partner/Plan scope of event/
Hold planning meetings

Buying and Gathering Supplies
4. Art
making materials/Tarps or protective materials/Dis-

5.

play supplies/Signage supplies

Signage, Nametags, Assignment Sheets, Schedules,
Photo Releases
Get The Big Draw LA logo for adding to all signs/
Design signs/Assign staff

CHECKLIST NOTES:
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6.

7.
8.
9.

Staffing the Event—Institutional and Volunteers
Assembling staff/Meeting Volunteer
Recruitment Needs
Attracting People to Your Event—Publicity
Press releases, Flyers, Calendar Listings
Training Staff and Volunteers
Orientation to event, Rules and Procedures,
Encouraging art exploration
Event Set-Up
Protecting surfaces, Setting up tables and chairs,
Supplies, Nametags, Signage

Supervision and Guidance During Event
10. Welcoming
guests, Maintaining supplies, Explaining
project, Giving ending time warnings

Displaying Artwork
11. Planning
how and where to display, Supplies for
building displays

Documentation
12. Counting
participants, Taking photos,

Getting feedback from participants and staff

Participating in The Big Draw LA Awards
13. Five
photos, Written Overview, Submission instructions

CHECKLIST NOTES:
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Acknowledgements
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Section Ⅳ

Resources &
Acknowledgements
This section of the Resource Guide aims to put drawing resources in
your hands. Many are specific to the Los Angeles/Southern California
region. We welcome suggestions for further resources or links. Please
email details to thebigdrawla@ryman.org.
We also want to thank the people and organizations who have participated
in or supported The Big Draw LA during its successful first three years.

Websites
Please “like” the Big Draw LA’s Facebook page. You will get ongoing notices of meetings, calendared events, and inspiration for drawing. Every day look for postings on
inspirational drawing projects from all over the internet.
The Big Draw LA also has a webpage filled with resources, information about
past Big Draw LA events, samples of work done by participants and additional
helpful information – http://thebigdrawla.org.
The Campaign for Drawing started this global initiative with the first Big Draw in London in 2000. Their website is an inspirational place with links to fine publications by the
organization on drawing and the public celebration of art (See book section below) –
www.campaignfordrawing.org

Registries of Art Organizations and Teaching Artists:
California Arts Council – http://www.cac.ca.gov/
The LA County Arts Commission – http://www.lacountyarts.org/
Arts Orange County – http://artsoc.org/
Riverside Arts Council – http://www.riversideartscouncil.com
Ventura County Arts Council – http://www.venturacountyartscouncil.org
Arts Connection San Bernardino – http://www.artsconnectionnetwork.org
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Los Angeles Department of Cultural Affairs – http://www.culturela.org/
Anaheim Arts Council – http://www.anaheimartscouncil.com/
Fine Arts Commission City of Beverly Hills – http://www.beverlyhills.org/search/
website/?Q=government%20comms%20art&SRC=1
Burbank Arts – http://www.burbankarts.com/
Arts Council for Long Beach – http://www.artslb.org
Pasadena Arts Council – http://www.pasadenaartscouncil.org/
Santa Monica Cultural Affairs Department – http://www.smgov.net/Portals/Culture/
About/About.aspx

Books
First, we want to highly recommend all the publications of the originators of The Big Draw, the Campaign for Drawing. Over the ten plus years
that the Big Draw has been happening in the United Kingdom, they have
come up with an outstanding set of publications:
•• Start Drawing explains the importance of drawing in the intellectual and emo-

tional development of children aged 3–6.

•• Start with Drawing provides project ideas for primary schools using the environ-

ment as a stimulus.

•• Power Drawing Notebooks shows how children aged 7–11 draw to explore ideas

and develop a view of the world.

•• Power Drawing: Active Learning is about drawing across the primary school cur-

riculum, including a CD of case studies.

•• Drawing on Experience focuses on the use of drawing as a medium for learning in

museums and galleries.

•• Lines of Enquiry shows how senior pupils in secondary schools use drawing in

their learning in art and design.

•• Space and Place illustrates how students in schools and HE use different drawing

systems to explore space and place.

•• Professional Practices illustrates how different professionals use drawing in their work.
•• Drawing: a Tool for Design shows how engineers, architects and landscape archi-

tects use drawing in the design process.

•• Drawing: it Makes you Think! takes a look at drawing in a range of subjects in

secondary schools.
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•• Drawing Attractions pack includes 4 books and a DVD to show how drawing can

inform and engage visitors at heritage sites.

In addition to The Campaign for Drawing series you may want to check
out these books:
•• Drawing as a Sacred Activity: Simple Steps to Explore Your Feelings and

Heal Your Consciousness
by Heather C. Williams

•• The New Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain

by Betty Edwards

•• Expressive Drawing: A Practical Guide to Freeing the Artist Within

by Stebem Aimone

•• The Zen of Seeing: Drawing as Meditation

by Frederick Franck

•• Learning by Heart: Teachings to Free The Creative Spirit

by Corita Kent and Jan Steward

•• Drawing Food: A Journal

by Claudia Pearson

•• On Drawing and Art with Children: It’s Not a Bird Yet: The Drama of Drawing

by Ursula Kolbe

•• Teaching Children to Draw: Second Edition

by Marjorie and Brent Wilson

•• Engaging Learners Through Artmaking: Choice-Based Art Education in the Classroom

by Katherine Douglas and Diane Jaquith

•• Art: Basic for Young Children

by Lila Lasky & Rose Mukerji-Bergeson

•• The Story in the Picture: Inquiry and Artmaking with Young Children

by Christine Mulcahey

Places in Los Angeles and Southern California
that Inspire Drawing and Art-making
Murals:
We are a city of murals. Big drawings are on the walls of flood banks, buildings, and
freeway walls all over our region.

Three to visit or visit again:
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1. The “biggest” – Judith Baca’s The Great Wall located in North Hollywood on

Coldwater Canyon Ave between Oxnard St & Burbank With a length of 2,754 feet
it is one of the longest murals in the world.

2. Kent Twitchell’s Harbor Freeway Overture on the side of the parking structure

adjacent to Seventh Street Marketplace portrays giant versions of musicians from
the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra and can be seen be seen driving north on
the 101 freeway in downtown Los Angeles.

3. The newly reclaimed America Tropical by Mexican muralist David Siqueiros on

Olvera Street in Los Angeles

Drawings in the Collections/Exhibitions of
Museums and Galleries
We are extremely fortunate in Los Angeles and the Southern California area to have a wealth of museums and galleries where you can see
beautiful, thought-provoking, intriguing, and/or historical examples of
drawing. You can often see on-line examples of drawings in the collections of these art organizations by doing a search for “drawing” in the
search options on their websites. Some drawings are on view but not
all are on current display.
This is not an exhaustive list of all the fine museums/galleries in the
Los Angeles area—just a sampling to encourage you to visit and see.
Tiny Drawings – The Museum of Jurassic Technology in Culver City has examples of tiny
drawings done on a strand of hair and grains of rice.
Huge Drawings – Life-size, illuminated silhouettes of African animals are part of the
Noah’s Ark exhibition at the Skirball Cultural Center in Los Angeles.
Words in Drawings – The work of Corita Kent incorporating words and text into graphics is on display in the intimate gallery at the Corita Art Center in Hollywood.
Sticky Drawings – Hammer Projects at the UCLA Hammer Museum in Westwood
often fill the atrium and lobby with exciting mark-making of all kinds – don’t miss the
video of the deinstallation of the tape mural done by artist Nic Hess and let it be noted
that the Grunwald Center at the Hammer Museum is a treasury of drawings and works
on paper.
Drawing on Photos – Man Ray used a photograph of the LA Coliseum; drawing directly
on the print to create A Day and Night, part of the Getty Museum’s permanent collecSection IV Pg 56

tion. The Getty’s vast holdings include countless inspirational examples of drawing.
Drawn Portraits – You can see a likeness of the namesake of the Norton Simon Museum of Pasadena California done with precise lines by LA artist Don Bachardy on the
museum’s website. The Norton Simon is an excellent place to view portraits of all
styles and in all different media from ancient to contemporary times.
Trompe l’oeil Drawing – Literally, drawing that deceives the eye, describes the photo-realistic style paintings on the loggia of the outdoor courtyard at the Getty Villa in Malibu.
Automatic Drawings – Tapping into the subconscious and the mythical, artist Lee Mullican created a piece in 1950, Quartette of Spider Sounds,
that is in the permanent collection of the Laguna
Art Museum in Laguna Beach, showing that
drawing can flow from sources that aren’t from
observed scenes at all.
Drawing Airplanes – A 120 foot mural in the Air
Force One Pavilion at the Ronald
Reagan Presidential Library in Simi Valley by
artist Stan Stokes is called History of the Flying
White House.

“

Drawing makes you see
things clearer, and clearer and clearer still, until
your eyes ache.
—David Hockney

”

Drawing as Testament – Native American artists Joseph No Big Horns and White Swan
drew on muslin and paper to record historic events in the late 1800s that form a part
of the collection of the Autry National Center, while the sketches of interned Japanese
American George Hoshida’s scene of a baseball game in a World War II Internment
Camp are at the Japanese American National Museum, and artist Eric LichtblauLeskly’s secret drawings of life in the Theresienstadt Ghetto have been displayed at the
Los Angeles Museum of the Holocaust.
Drawing Where We Live – David Hockney’s The Road to the Studio can be see in the
encyclopedic collection of LACMA in Los Angeles which has drawings and “mark-making” from all world cultures and eras as well as this fine representative of the geography, driving experience and natural beauty of Los Angeles on the grid of its colorful
neighborhoods.
Drawing Symbolic Decoration – The markings on mud cloth, bark cloth, gourds and
assorted fibers and natural materials by peoples of Africa, the Caribbean, Asia, North
and South America provide rich inspiration for drawing at the Fowler Museum at UCLA
and symbolic decorations on the Native American baskets at the Bowers Museum in
Orange County tell a story as well as provide rich decorative schemes, which are similar
to the drawings on Ancient Egyptian artifacts that can be found at the Natural History
Museum in Los Angeles.
Drawing Fashion – FIDM the Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising in Los Angeles has a museum with changing exhibitions and a permanent study collection with
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drawings in the ephemera collection that include fashion illustrations and vintage patterns.
Ink Drawings – the Pacific Asia Museum in Pasadena has a collection of Japanese ink
drawings by Hokusai. They can be seen in digital format including the amazing
Octopus/Samurai and Farmer
Drawings in Folios – The historic watercolor sketches of Eva Scott Fenyes who captured
her travel and homes in sketches collected in over 14 folio books at the Pasadena Museum of History endeavored to capture the fast vanishing adobe buildings of the Southern
California area. Additional sketches are at the Braun Library of the Autry Center.
Wall Drawing – MOCA – The Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles was the site
of a wall drawing by Sol LeWitt where the artist’s role was to conceive of the drawing
and give instructions and the actual drawing was done by draftsmen. Examples of contemporary drawings of all styles are in the museum’s holdings and exhibitions as well
as a collection of artist’s books in their library.
Still Life Drawing – The Long Beach Museum of Art has a pastel and charcoal still life
drawing by Hans Gustav Burkhardt in their digital image collection on-line. They recently did an exhibition juxtaposing still life drawings and paintings with sculptures to
celebrate the style that has long been a choice of subject by artists.
Drawings by Mexican Artists – Drawings by artists such as famed Mexican muralist David Siqueiros are in the permanent collection of the Vincent Price Museum at East Los
Angeles College along with works on paper from all eras and locales of art.
Industrial Drawings – The City of Fullerton Museum has a gallery dedicated to Fender
guitars, the electric guitars favored by rock musicians, with patent drawings produced
to show the technical design elements of various models.
Woodblock Prints – from the local master Paul Landacre are on display at the Huntington Museum in San Marino which has a vast collection of art including drawings, pastels and prints from Europe and the United States.
Drawings on Movie Posters – The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences have
over 40,000 movie posters in their collection. Some are on display at the Margaret
Herrick Library in Beverly Hills, some are online, and many will be on display when their
new museum opens on the campus of LACMA.
Drawings on Objects – Whether on fibers, ceramics, or jewelry decorative designs and
motifs can be seen in the changing exhibitions at the Craft and Folk Art Museum in Los
Angeles.
Data Based Drawing – The California African American Museum in Los Angeles has a
Charles Gaines triptych portrait in its permanent collection and on-line that explores
a face in a photograph and then translates it in two ways in a rule-based procedure on
graph paper.
Architectural Drawings – The USC Digital Library has architectural drawings and furniture plans from the Gamble House in Pasadena in its Greene and Greene Digital Archive.
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Drawing to Plan – The sculptor Donald Judd drew to plan his minimalist sculptures and
even though those sculptures avoided any special emphasis or focal point, his drawings
for those sculptures indelibly show the distinct hand and thought process of the artist.
The Palm Springs Museum of Art has both sculptures and drawings of sculptures in
their permanent collection and will be mounting an exhibition in 2013 to show the two
media together.

The Big Draw LA Logo and

the Poster Template

Please use this logo in the flyers, signage, and web blurbs, and calendars announcing
your event.
http://thebigdrawla.org/sites/default/files/pictures/TheBigDrawLA-Logo.png

Where to Buy/Get Art Materials
Places to buy art media:
•• Blick Art Supplies

•• NASCO

•• Pearl Art

•• School Specialty (Saxs)

•• Oriental Traders

•• Michaels

•• Utrecht

•• Uline – shopping bags,

•• Lakeshore

cardboard boxes

Places to get recycled materials:
•• reDiscover (Los Angeles)

•• Long Beach Depot for Creative Reuse

“

The ink itself sort of
kick-started me into being
an artist

”

—Ed Ruscha

(Long Beach, CA)
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•• LA Shares (Los Angeles)
•• Craigslist free

Places to get drop cloths, tablecloths, art supply containers:
•• Smart and Final
•• Home Depot

•• 99 Cent store

Places to get fabric in LA’s Fashion District
•• FIDM Scholarship Store
•• Michael Levine
•• L.A. Alex

Place to get sun-sensitive paper and fabric
•• Freestyle Photo, Hollywood

Things to use as drawing boards/ painting trays
•• Cardboard squares can be bought at moving supply/ box stores
•• Tops of cardboard banking boxes

•• Cardboard backing from used legal pads/notebooks
•• Clipboards

•• Metal paper clamps can hold drawing paper to cardboard
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Quotes about drawing

“
“

“
“
“
“

Mickey Mouse popped out of my mind
onto a drawing pad 20 years ago on a
train ride from Manhattan to Hollywood
at a time when business fortunes of my
brother Roy and myself were at lowest
ebb and disaster seemed right around
the corner.”
—Walt Disney
I know I draw without taking my pen off
the page. I just keep going, and that my
drawings I think of them as scribbles.
I don’t think they mean anything to
anybody except to me, and then at the
end of the day, the end of the project,
they wheel out these little drawings and
they’re damn close to what the finished
building is and it’s the drawing…”
—Frank Gehry
Cartooning is for people who can`t quite
draw and can`t quite write. You combine
the two half-talents and come up with a
career.”
—Matt Groening
If you can draw, even a little bit, you
can express all kinds of ideas that might
otherwise be lost – delights, frustrations,
whatever torments you or pleases you.”
—David Hockney
If you look at things with a pencil and
paper in your hands you are going to see
far more. The world has lost so much with
the demise of drawing.”
—David Hockney
If you start with character, you probably
will end up with good drawings.”

“
“

“
“
“
“
“

I like to use my hands and make things…
It might seem pretty stupid or pointless
but that doesn’t matter…some of the
most interesting work is the stuff that
starts like that—out of a raw need for
activity.”
—Bruce Nauman
Drawing at its best is not what your eyes
see; it’s what your mind understands.”
—Millard Sheets
If you understand how it’s made after an
hour of real study, turn your back on it
and draw it. Then you’re drawing what you
know, not what you see. That’s a totally different kind of drawing.”
—Millard Sheets
The artist must paint as he would speak. I
don’t want people to speculate what I mean,
I want them to understand.”
—David Siqueiros
I developed the art of making sketches upside down—a gimmick that still intrigues
a client.”
—Paul Williams
I loved to draw and paint. I felt like I was
breaking out of a cage.”
—Tyrus Wong
All I can say, I have the idea, and it’s like
a white piece of paper, nothing on it, and
then I make a line, and then I add onto it.
Only I do it with clay.”
—Beatrice Wood

—Chuck Jones
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Credits and Ackowledgements
Sponsoring Organization—Ryman Arts
Ryman Arts brought the Big Draw to Los Angeles in 2010. Ryman Arts
teaches classical drawing and painting to talented and motivated high
school students as a bridge to a lifetime that expresses and appreciates
the arts. The program began in 1990 to honor the memory of legendary Disney artist and mentor Herbert D. Ryman and the vision of his
sister Lucille Ryman Carroll to encourage young artists to reach their
potential. Since then Ryman Arts has evolved into one of the nation’s
top youth arts programs.
Ryman Arts teaches teens essential skills for art and life in a rigorous, nurturing studio
environment. The core program includes free out-of-school sequential studio courses that
emphasize advanced drawing and painting skills, along with college and career planning.
Courses, taught by professional teaching artists, foster students’ artistic development and
personal confidence, and provide the knowledge they need to pursue higher education and
careers in the arts. Ryman Arts is the only such program in southern California that is totally
free and that selects participants solely on the basis of their ability and commitment. By
doing so, Ryman Arts is able to serve talented youth from a wide variety of backgrounds
without regard to their family’s financial status. Ryman Arts aims to inspire, nurture, and
challenge the next generation of artists to reach their potential.
Over 150 participants from almost 100 zip codes across southern California gather for 3
½ hour classes on Sundays at the Otis College of Art & Design, which has donated use of its
studios beginning in Fall 2011. Guest artists, field trips, and intensive college portfolio workshops round out the curriculum. Accepted students even receive professional quality art
supplies at no charge. Ryman Arts offers outreach presentations and drawing workshops at
schools and community organizations to ensure broad access to the program. An additional
Ryman campus at California State University Fullerton was initiated in the 2012–2013 school
year.
Hallmarks of Ryman Arts include emphasis on skill-based studio practice, collaboration
with schools and community organizations, programmatic rigor, accessibility, and long term
relationships. Ryman Arts’ priority is to offer high-quality, in-depth experiences for relatively
small numbers of young people. The relationships formed among students, faculty and staff
continue over time, as evidenced by the number of alumni who stay involved as teaching assistants, interns, guest artists and members of the growing Ryman Arts Alumni Association.
Ryman Arts is a vibrant community of promising teenage artists, emerging alumni artists,
and professional teaching artists.
Together, we are the sum of extraordinary parts: training ground, incubator of talent,
motivator, and inspiration for a lifelong passion for the arts.
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The Campaign for Drawing
The Big Draw was initiated in London in 2000 by the Guild of St.
George, a non-profit organization founded by the 19th century critic
and educator John Ruskin. Now led by the Campaign for Drawing in
London, the aim is to raise awareness of drawing’s power as a tool for
learning, observation, creativity, and social and cultural engagement.
The first Big Draw in 2000 attracted 180 partner organizations. By
October 2012, 1,300 events took place under its umbrella in all kinds of
venues, from national institutions such as The British Museum to village halls, from nursery schools to universities, from Windsor Castle
to local parks. The Campaign says its work will finish when the words ‘I
can’t draw’ are dropped from our vocabulary.

“

It is the bareness of drawing
that I like. The act of drawing is
what locates, suggests, discovers. At
times it seems enough to draw, without
the distractions of color and mass. Yet
it is an old ambition to make drawing
and painting one.
—Phillip Guston

”
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Funders for The Big Draw LA for 2013-2014
The James Irvine Foundation

Who/How to Contact for Questions About
Planning Your Big Draw LA Event
The Big Draw LA – Coordinator
Tel: 213-267-2787
Fax: 213-627-9914
315 W. Ninth Street, Suite 806
Los Angeles, CA 90015-4202
thebigdrawla@ryman.org
www.thebigdrawla.org / www.rymanarts.org

A Final Word of Thanks to Our Past Event
Organizers and Partners
We want to thank each organization/organizer for their participation in
The Big Draw LA over the past three years. You have created engaging
events in museums, parks, schools, nature reserves, gardens, libraries,
stores, bars, and galleries. You have been the doers and the hosts, the
creative innovators and cheerleaders, the joyful instigators and playful participants. Your generous reflection and reporting on your events
has sparked ideas for new activities. You have provided the foundation
for a successful phenomenon in Los Angeles and Southern California
that says, “Yes!,” to art, experimentation, participation, and community.
Thank you and please join us again!
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